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Hi PharmD Students

Time for today’s update.  We held the P2 class meeting and it went well. 
Students are plugging along through online classes, APPEs and IPPEs better than
anyone could have predicted.  The P2s all seemed to be holding a pet from what I
could see from this morning's video.  Maybe we should have a theme like that for
future class meetings? Anyway, we got through all the class meetings, and THIS did
not happen even once!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-tjwY9BlJA

On to more serious topics.

P2s and P3s:  As the COVID-19 situation continues to evolve, the Office of
Experiential Education has decided to allow students to work ahead on
completing their IPPE rotations this semester, so rotations can be completed
sooner.  This could be done in a number of ways from adding days per week to
lengthening rotation sessions.  This is a change from the policy previously
communicated to students earlier this month, but the total number of IPPE hours must
still be completed. Any changes to a student’s IPPE rotation schedule must be
worked out between the student and preceptor directly. All changes must be
approved by the student’s preceptor and any changes are at the preceptor’s
discretion. Not all sites/preceptors may be able to accommodate this, so please be
flexible and understanding with whatever decision your preceptor makes. If a
preceptor agrees to make a change to a student’s schedule, both the student and
preceptor should document in the final rotation evaluations if/how the rotation was
finished early.

Printing questions from class meetings

1. Are there any locations on campus open where you can print? The UM MPrint
team has added a banner at the top of https://mprint.umich.edu/ resources page
that includes a list of sites that are still open for printing.

2. Regarding student printing balances, we have been told that typically these
balances do not roll over to future terms mainly because the rate model is all
based on the assumption that the allocation meets the needs for the population
on average, not per user for a given semester.  Under the current conditions
campus is getting by paperless to a large extent.  The short answer is that
balances are not likely to roll over.

Need a pick me up?
Mood LIfters is offering FREE, stand alone (no need to join a group) meetings on: 
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1. Dealing with social isolation (3/30 @ 7:00 pm) and 
2. Coping with stress and anxiety around the pandemic (4/1 @7:00 pm).  
Patricia Deldin, Ph.D. will be leading these meetings. This is NOT therapy. Rather, we
offer tips and strategies to help us all get through this as best as we can.  Family and
friends are also welcome to "attend".  
If interested email info@mood-lifters.com or join via the website:
 https://moodlifters.com/join/

 
Can you cook?
The P2s asked me to add a cooking section to my emails!!!!  Is there a COVID
Cookbook in our future?
P2 Allen Lat put forth this survey if you want to upload your best recipe and he will
share the best ones with me.  https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd0-
YN9FoIRrK0ehtAHoG2HdtprxUd7YbIrKO3bfp-Yru01Wg/viewform?usp=sf_link

What will be on my dinner table tonight?  Most of you know that I am from Wisconsin,
and as soon as I send this email, I am going to be making this Wisconsin classic: 
I cannot explain it better than my fellow Badger, Charlie can:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=sPGrvymxFnk
 
 
 No more emails this week from me. Have a great weekend!
 
 BAM

Bruce A. Mueller, PharmD, FCCP, FASN, FNKF
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